Introduction
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is an effective intervention for managing end-stage degenerative joint disease of the knee. 1 The clinical outcome relies upon surgical factors such as implant alignment, sizing, and rotation as well as adequate soft-tissue balancing. 1 Implant alignment has been shown to relate to post-operative TKA function and patient quality of life. 2 Appropriate tension of the soft tissue envelope encompassing the knee is important during TKA; incorrect tensioning can potentially lead to joint stiffness or instability. 3 Soft-tissue imbalance contributes to several of the foremost reasons for revision following primary TKA, including instability, stiffness, and aseptic loosening. 4 There is much debate surrounding the optimum way to achieve a balanced total knee arthroplasty. However, there is no agreed consensus on the definition of a balanced total knee replacement. Babazadeh et al 5 defined a balanced knee as one which has:
• A full range of movement.
• Symmetrical medial-lateral balance at full extension and 90 degrees of flexion resulting in a rectangular tibiofemoral gap.
• Correct valgus/varus alignment in both flexion and extension.
• Balanced flexion-extension gap without medial-lateral tightness or laxity.
• A well-tracking patella during full motion.
• Maximal flexion occurring with the patella reduced and without excessive rollback of the femur on the tibia.
• Correct rotational balance between the tibial and femoral components.
However, this definition is not in keeping with soft-tissue balancing of the native knee as demonstrated through cadaveric studies. 6, 7 The native knee has an intrinsically lax lateral collateral ligament relative to the medial collateral ligament, 6, 7 which differs from the proposed symmetrical medial-lateral balance in a total knee replacement. There is also more rollback of the lateral femoral condyle compared with the medial, with internal rotation of the tibia in flexion 6, 7 as opposed to the rectangular tibiofemoral flexion gap in a TKA.
The term a 'balanced knee replacement' is commonly used throughout the orthopaedic literature. However, proposed concepts of TKA balancing have inconsistencies with how a native knee is balanced. This results in a lack of clarity regarding what a balanced TKA is and how it should be achieved. The authors conducted a review of the literature with the aim of determining what defines a 'balanced knee replacement' and how this relates to the native knee. The article addresses the mechanical alignment and rotation of the knee joint, before then reviewing the issues of soft-tissue tensioning. These aspects have influence over how the knee joint functions and therefore may be related to overall patient outcome following total knee arthroplasty.
Joint alignment and rotation

Native knee Alignment
The average normal distal femoral alignment is 9° of the anatomical valgus, and the normal proximal tibial alignment is 3° of anatomical varus. 8 Therefore, in the native knee there is an increase in the load transmitted through the medial compartment.
Rotation
The tibia internally rotates relative to the femur with increasing flexion due to a greater posterior translation of the lateral femoral condyle relative to the medial femoral condyle. 9 Multi-centre ex vivo cadaver studies and in vivo studies demonstrate a significant inter-individual and activity-dependent variability. 9 It appears that rotational patterns are variable and under control of the forces imposed on the joint by foot position, body inertia and muscular action. 9 
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Mechanical alignment
One of the foundations of TKA, as described by Insall et al, 10 was that although the native knee has more load transmitted through the medial compartment, this was to be avoided in a TKA as it would lead to uneven wear and early failure. To overcome this issue the classic technique described by Insall et al 10 has been generally adopted, which creates mechanical alignment rather than anatomical alignment. In an effort to equalize the pressures in the medial and lateral compartments the tibia is aligned in neutral varus/valgus, and hence the 3° of anatomic tibial varus is lost and 3° of external rotation of the femoral component is required to compensate and thus balance the flexion gap. However, there have been advances in polyethylene technology so the earlier concerns regarding uneven wear may no longer be relevant.
In the native knee the mechanical axis and therefore joint reaction force tends to lie more medial to the centre of the knee joint. In TKA, to avoid overloading the medial compartment the tibia is cut at 0°. This results in 'valgizing' the knee to produce a mechanical axis that goes through the centre of the knee joint and is thought to equalize the pressure in medial and lateral compartments. The annotated radiographs ( 
Rotation
In TKA mechanical alignment, where the joint line becomes orthogonal, stability is dependent on correct and precise rotation of the femoral component to compensate for the 3° loss of joint line obliquity due to the tibia cut. 11 Controversy exists regarding the most favourable method of determining accurate femoral rotation. 11 Two surgical techniques are commonly used to address this: measured resection and gap-balancing. 1 
Surgical techniques
The two most commonly utilized approaches to achieving joint alignment and rotation are measured resection and gap-balancing. These techniques have different approaches to determining alignment and rotation. There is a body of literature reviewing comparisons between the two that has identified advantages and disadvantages of both approaches. 1, [11] [12] [13] 
Measured resection
The main principles of measured resection are to replace bony resection with a prosthesis of matched thickness and to determine femoral implant rotation using anatomical landmarks. 1 Bony landmarks (femoral epicondyles, posterior femoral condyles, of the anteroposterior axis) are the primary determinants of femoral component rotation. 11 It is recommended that the femoral component is placed either parallel to the transepicondylar axis, [14] [15] [16] perpendicular to the anteroposterior axis, 17 or approximately 3° to 4° externally rotated relative to the posterior condylar axis. 18 Measured resection maintains anatomical alignment but alters true tibial and femoral alignment of a native knee. 11 Critics of measured resection argue that the use of anatomical landmarks can be unreliable, particularly the use of the posterior condylar axis to determine femoral rotation 19 due to anatomical variation between patients and its dependence on the surgeon's ability to correctly identify landmarks. 12, 20 This highlights a potential issue in the overall concept of defining a balanced knee as, due to variation across the population, it may be that a 'one theory for all' may not be ideal for all patients. This is also an issue for gapbalancing, which is discussed below, as pre-existing ligament stiffness varies throughout the population and can then have implications for how a specific knee is naturally balanced by the surrounding native soft tissues.
Gap-balancing
The gap-balancing technique differs in that the tibial bone cut is made first. 5 A precise proximal tibial resection is critical as a varus or valgus tibial resection will result in increased internal or external rotation of the femur respectively. 21 Following this, symmetrical tension is applied to the joint line in extension using a ligament tensor, knee balancer, or laminar spreaders. 5 Then the knee is placed in 90° flexion and the same tensioning device is used to distract the joint, or vice versa with flexion gap assessed first and then the extension gap. 5 (purists would suggest that no soft tissue releases should be performed, using bone cuts only to balance extension and flexion gaps.) The femoral component rotation is thus dictated by tension of the balanced ligaments and not by the anatomical landmarks. [22] [23] [24] The limitations of gap-balancing are that the level of the joint line or anatomical femoral rotation can be sacrificed in order to achieve perfect balance in flexion and extension. 13 Kaipel et al 25 found that 36 out of 40 knees which had undergone TKA with gap-balancing had altered femoral rotation post-operatively compared to pre-operatively. Furthermore, all osteophytes need to be removed at first, to avoid unnecessary soft-tissue release, and this may have consequences for the stability of the knee. Gap-balancing does not take into account the natural increased laxity on the lateral side of the knee. 26, 27 Applying equal tension to the medial and lateral collateral ligaments will cause more joint space opening on the lateral side, thereby creating a balance due to a more externally rotated flexion gap. 18 Elevation of the joint line can lead to mid-flexion instability. 28 Another criticism is that the tension is assessed and balanced at 0° and 90° but not throughout the whole range of movement. This means that this approach can be associated with mid-flexion (45°) instability.
Overall, gap-balancing is thought to create superior soft-tissue knee balancing compared to measured resection. However, balancing a knee in extension does not mean it is balanced in flexion and vice versa. 1 Therefore, some critics argue the measured resection in fact gives a more consistently balanced knee throughout the whole range of movement rather than just at static positions of flexion and extension (Figs. 2 and 3) . 29 
Ligament balancing and tension
The balancing and tensioning of ligaments determines the joint gap throughout the knee's range of movement, from full extension to full flexion.
Native knee
Nowakowski et al 6 identified that there is general agreement that flexion and extension gaps with TKA should be equal and symmetrical. However, to date there are no available comparisons with physiologically normal knee joints that had not undergone bone resection. 6 There are also no standards specifying what degree of force should be used for gap distraction. 6 Therefore Nowakowski et al 6 measured the flexion and extension gaps in ten cadaveric knees. They concluded that the extension and flexion gaps are physiologically asymmetrical and unequal, and the kinematics are markedly altered after resection of the posterior cruciate ligament (pCL) and/or anterior cruciate ligament (ACL). 6 Tanaka et al 7 found that both medial and lateral joint gaps at 0° of flexion were significantly smaller than those at other flexion angles, 8 therefore further demonstrating that the flexion and extension gaps in a native knee are not equal.
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Ligament balancing
The basis of the flexion-extension balancing in TKA is an attempt to obtain equal-sized, rectangular gaps in both flexion and extension. 30, 31 Both the flexion and extension gap should be equal as the femoral prosthesis has a uniform thickness in flexion and extension, 5 requiring the TKA model to deviate from the flexion-extension gaps of the native knee. An unequal flexion-extension gap in a TKA can result in overstuffing of the joint where the gap is smallest and/or laxity of the knee where the gap is largest. 32 However, in contradistinction to this approach, Roth et al 33 showed that there is little evidence that achieving equal ligamentous laxities prevents either overly tight or overly loose soft-tissue restraints after TKA.
Roth et al 33 highlighted the issue of inserting a prosthetic joint but retaining native ligaments in situ, producing varying degrees of stiffness and therefore impacting on that individual joint's balancing and tension. Smith et al 34 found that the superficial medial collateral ligament (MCL), deep MCL, pCL, and iliotibial band forces were particularly sensitive in stance phase. 34 For all the ligaments, the total contact force was positively correlated with ligament stiffness and reference strain. 34 Tension Estimating the soft-tissue balancing can be achieved with spacer blocks, laminar spreaders, tensioning devices and trial components. 35 Manual spreaders or tensioners utilize the surgeon's manual distraction force, 35 whereas some spreaders/tensioning devices incorporate a torque meter which indicates the angular deviation, as well as the distraction distance. 36, 37 Heesterbeek et al 38 aimed to assess how much force was needed to pre-tension the ligaments during a TKA. The force at the stiffness transition point was significantly different between extension and flexion, and both compartments and all values varied considerably between patients. 38 A further issue with the use of tension to determine ligament balancing is that there is a paucity of literature evaluating how much tension should be put through the knee and that this value may vary on an individual basis as demonstrated by Heesterbeek et al. 38 Kamat et al 39 suggested that there may be superior surgical approaches depending on the individual's pre-operative knee biomechanics. For example, they found that a gap-balancing technique demonstrated better results in a smaller subgroup of knees with greater pre-operative tissue imbalance. 39 Whilst there is a body of research surrounding the most accurate way of determining soft-tissue tension within a knee, Nagai et al 40 found no significant difference in jointcentre gap or varus ligament balance at flexion or extension between the different joint distraction forces. Ten Ham et al 41 compared the use of manual spacers and tensioners. They found that the tensioner-guided system resulted in significantly more valgus laxity in flexion compared with the spacer-guided system. 41 In extension, the situation was reversed. However, they found no clinical difference in outcome between the use of spacers or a tensioner. 41 The amount of tensioning on a knee joint, both medially and laterally, relates to the amount of pressure that is transmitted through the medial and lateral joint compartments. Kinetic sensors are being utilized to aid the surgeon to achieve equal intracompartmental pressure within the knee joint. There have been several studies showing improved patient outcomes in those with balanced intracompartmental pressures 4, 42 and demonstrating that this is more consistently achieved with the use of kinetic sensors. 43, 44 However, Meneghini et al 45 found that post-operative patient scores were unrelated to mediolateral balance of the knee. Verstraete et al 3 tried to determine an optimum amount of pressure to be transmitted through the knee compartments. However, as their study was performed on native knee cadavers they found that the intracompartmental pressures were not equal. They also performed their study on non-arthritic knees. As the majority of TKAs are performed for arthritis the measurements may not be a true representation of the TKA patient cohort.
Conclusions
A definition of a balanced TKA is difficult if not impossible to produce. When Insall 10 described his classical alignment theory this was in part an effort to avoid the error of increasing the natural 3 degrees of varus of the tibia to 6 degrees (error +/-3 degrees) where early failure was observed. To continue to use this classical alignment technique may, however, condemn the TKA to never being truly balanced. To remove a wedge of bone from the tibia and then balance the knee around this, by using gap-balancing or measured resection, is not possible as the ligaments within the knee no longer have the same biomechanical properties.
Whilst this review focusses on the balancing of a TKA, variation in balancing does not consistently translate to variation in patient outcome. The issue of patient outcome and satisfaction is highly complex, multifactorial and too extensive to be adequately assessed in this report. This review has addressed the current surgical approaches to balancing a TKA and how this varies from the biomechanics of a native knee.
There are issues surrounding all of the modes and methods utilized to define and achieve a balanced knee prosthesis. Across the body of research there is little consistency between what surgeons are trying to achieve in arthroplasty (i.e. symmetrical ligament balancing and intracompartmental pressures), and what we observe in the native knee. There is also little consideration for the anatomical and physiological variation across the population, so it may be that a unifying prosthesis and surgical approach to realizing a balanced knee is not achievable.
Therefore, the main obstacle to defining 'balance' in the context of knee arthroplasty is that by the nature of this procedure the surgeon is altering the anatomy and subsequent forces transmitted through the joint. Consequently, there is no reference point or 'gold standard' with regards to achieving perfect balance. The introduction of modern technologies to orthopaedics may allow the surgeon to implant the TKA within +/-one degree. The refinement of robotic technology, for example, may allow this to occur and also allow for a prosthesis to be designed to the specifications of a patient's individual biomechanics. True measured resection could then be performed and a 'balanced' knee may then be possible.
